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Date 13-Dec-2016 
From Murtaza Nematiy  
To AC, Najib  
Copy  Whom it may concern  

Subject Rates of Materials in K-Lawlash  after the prohibitions/boycott – 13-Dec-2016  

  

As it is clear, it’s been a few months that the transportation ways/Ring Road of Kohistan district is 
blocked to traffic, either by the Taliban/AOGs or natural disasters such as snow, so in this period of time, 
no goods as first needs, (foods, fuel, clothes…) of the people are being delivered to this district and the 
community of Kohistan is in a huge trouble. None of the mentioned goods are found in the markets of 
Kohistan, and if found, too expensive, 5 times higher than the normal prices, furthermore, the worst issue 
is, no one has did any assistance to change the situation for the community of Kohistan including the 
Govt and the I/NOGs yet, so still the people of Kohistan is suffering lack of first needs of their daily life.   

However, to make clearer the prices of goods in Kohistan district, ACTED sub base team have noted the 
rates of some of the daily used goods and first needs of the people, and  please see the below list the 
difference of main price of goods in Maymana city and STEEF price in kohistan district          

Remarks

 

Description 
Price in 
kohistan 

Regular 
price in 

Maymana 
city 

Unit 
Amount 

Name of 
the good  No 

 

Transition ways of kohistan  between MA and 
kohistan  especially in area of Sarsang, Pasi archa, 
lpray village was blocked  and also the agriculture 
lands income was very little  and affected though 
agriculture diseases and pests so these  reasons 
caused the price of wheat to face an increase in the 
markets of lawlash 

500 180 7kg Wheat 1 

 

Kohistan lawlash shopkeepers  import  the Food 
materials especially rice Illegally  and through local 
car ,animals from Ghor and Badghis provinces and  
transportation cost of this is very much and it 
casued the price of rice increased in market of 
kohistan lawlash  

2700 1800 One bag 
(sack) 

Rice 

2 

  

2500 1300 18liters Oil  3 

  

200 100 1kg Bean  4 

 

Due to the insecure of area and lack of pasture 
( majority of pasture area are under control of  
armed groups ) and herders have been sold their 
animals to other area and districts, and  there is 
little to meat  

400 

300 1kg Meat   

5 

  

250 110 1kg Raisins 6 

  

230 
80 1kg 

Tomato 
paste 

7 



     

2 
  

    

Note: the materials rates is vibration and is not in a sustained state, it is often changed and increased 
more than this, because transition way is blocked and shopkeepers import the materials as the smuggle, if 
shopkeepers touch with armed groups while delivering the materials, and armed groups take the materials 
and burn the materials, so the prices of food and non food materials are increasing in kohistan markets 
and couldn’t be found in markets.    

As mentioned, very little goods and first needs of the community is found in the markets 
with the highest prices, so if the Govt, INGOs, NOGs or any other organization wouldn’t 
assist the people of this district, we will soon witness a human beings tragedy in this 
district,       

150 60 1kg Sugar  8 

  
500 250 1kg Tea  9 

  
400 120 7kg Selt  10 

  
480 200 1kg Sweet  11 

  
400 200 7kg Potato  13 

  
440 40 7kg Onion  14 

  
800 220 7kg Pea  15 

  

350 150 7kg Turnip  16 

  

350 120 7kg Carrot  17 

 

In the past years kohistan peoples  have used the 
gas  and wood of tree have sold 5000afg, but  this 
year security situation is not normal and transition 
ways of kohistan is blocked and shopkeepers can’t 
bring the gases from Maymana city so kohistan 
residents use the only wood for this reason the 
prices of fire wood increased to 300afg/7kg  

300 100 
7kg fire 
wood 

Wood  

18 

   

Can’t be found 
Winter 
coat  

19 

  

1300  Jacket Jacket  20 

   

Can’t be found  in 
kohistan markets 

Winter 
clothes  

21 

 

This is also import as smuggle into markets or 
Lawlash through animals so transportation cost of 
this is very much so the price of petrol is very high  

  

160 160 Liter  Petrol  

22 

   

Can’t be found Gas  23 

  

800 
150-400 Very little 

Winter 
shoes  

24 


